SPINDLE LUBE HYPERCLEAN: EVEN GREATER PURITY THANKS TO THE „BAG-IN-BOX“!

Innovative packaging design has two main purposes: to make life easier for consumers and to perfectly protect the contents from external influences. The new „Bag-in-Box“ packaging solution from Motorex does this and a lot more in an outstanding way.

This packaging design is used in the food industry, which has the most stringent hygiene regulations. Motorex continually reviews innovations in the packaging industry with an eye to adopting them for its products and is the first Swiss lubricant supplier to use this type of packaging for its fluids.

PERFECTLY PACKAGED

Motorex Spindle Lube Oils are now available in „Bag-in-Box“ with a content volume of 5 liters. Handling is made significantly easier owing to the compact size and low weight. This intelligent packaging offers the following benefits:

✓ Best purity guaranteed
✓ Minimal waste
✓ Easy to handle
✓ Built-in lever tap
✓ Secure shipping
✓ Space-saving storage (stackable)
✓ Excellent sustainability profile (box is foldable and recyclable; empty bag disposable in trash)

AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING VISCOSITIES

Art. no. 306046: SPINDLE LUBE ISO VG 68/4x5L
Art. no. 306045: SPINDLE LUBE ISO VG 68/1x5L
Art. no. 306044: SPINDLE LUBE ISO VG 46/4x5L
Art. no. 306043: SPINDLE LUBE ISO VG 46/1x5L
Art. no. 306042: SPINDLE LUBE ISO VG 32/4x5L
Art. no. 306041: SPINDLE LUBE ISO VG 32/1x5L